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Foreword
Agriculture and allied activities dominate the rural livelihoods of the people in Himachal Pradesh
as these provide direct employment to about 62 per cent of total workers in the state. These
contribute about 10 per cent to the total Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP). The land use
features reveal that around ten per cent of the total geographical area of the State is under plough
of which over three-fourth is rainfed. However, the state has made notable progress in the
production of agricultural commodities especially cash crops. The production of vegetables has
outstripped the foodgrain production. Despite all these glorious achievements, there are serious
concerns that need attention. Firstly, there is growing marginalization of land holdings which are
highly fragmented. Secondly, the socio-economics of nucleus family system leads to general labour
scarcity at the farm family level. Combined with the general labour scarcity due to such schemes
as MNREGS, commercial vegetable growing is becoming difficult in the state. Of late, farm
mechanization has attracted the increased attention of various stakeholders due to cost
escalations, inefficiency in manually performed farm operations, distraction of modern youth from
conventional agriculture due to its toiling nature and non-viability, etc. The Himachal Pradesh
Crop Diversification Promotion Project (HPCDP) being implemented by the Government of
Himachal Pradesh (GoHP) with the collaboration of the Japan International Cooperation
Agency-Official Development Assistance (JICA-ODA) has led to crop diversification in the project
areas. The present investigation titled “Extent and Scope of Farm Mechanization in Himachal
Pradesh Crop Diversification Promotion Project (HPCDP) Areas: A Pilot Study” has sought to
assess the mechanization needs in the project area. I appreciate the efforts of the scientists and
the research staff for executing this assignment in an extremely short time span of two months
despite their busy academic schedules and hope the findings of this study will go a long way in
providing valuable policy inputs for all the stakeholders of the project.

Director Research
(Dr R S Jamwal)

May, 2017
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Chapter 1
Background of the study
Himachal Pradesh is one of the least urbanised states in the country with 89.96 per cent of its
population (Census 2011) living in rural areas. And as such agriculture and allied activities
dominate the rural livelihoods of the people in the state. It is evident from the fact that these provide
direct employment to about 62 per cent of total workers in the state. Agriculture happens to be the
premier source of State Income as well (Gross State Domestic Product) since about 10 per cent of
the total GSDP is derived from agriculture and its allied sectors (Economic Survey 2016-17). The
land use features reveal that out of the total geographical area of State (55.67 lakh hectare), around
ten per cent is under plough of which 4/5th is rainfed. There are 9.61 lakh operational holdings in
the state and the area cultivated by them is 9.55 lakh hectares with the average holding size of
about 1.00 hectare.
The state has made notable progress in the production of agricultural commodities. The foodgrain
production in the state is expected to be 16.34 lakh tonnes in 2015-16. From the view point of
commercial and diversified agriculture, the production of vegetables (including potato) touched
the 17.92 lakh tonnes mark. The crop diversification towards vegetable crops has engulfed
considerable area in the state and is no longer restricted to select valleys and pockets enjoying
apparent agro-climatic advantages. The area and production of vegetable crops indicate highly
encouraging growth trends during the past two and a half decades or so. Resultantly, the area under
vegetable crops has grown more than three-folds between 1990-91 and 2014-15 and at present is
around 75thousand hectares. The state produces a number of vegetables like potato, tomato, green
peas, beans, cabbage, cauliflower, capsicum, cucumber, etc. This is attributed to various policy
initiatives taken in this direction by the successive state governments during all these years.
Despite all these glorious achievements, there are serious concerns that need attention in Himachal
Pradesh.
One of these constraints is, being the hilly terrain, the area under plough is a formidable constraint
and it is well-nigh impossible to bring more area under cultivation due to colossal costs involved.
The trio of population increase, urbanization and industrialization has taken a heavy toll on the net
sown area in the state. The net sown area is declining precipitously in the extant culturable land
scarce mountain terrain. In the land category that is amenable to cultivation such as current fallows,
1

other fallows and culturable wastes, the area is showing increasing trends. Of late, the animal
menace (monkeys, neel gai, stray animals, wild boars, etc) and the wide spread infestation by
obnoxious weeds (such as Lantana, Parthenium, Ageratum, etc) have been rendering culturable
lands unfit for use and the farmers are being compelled to abandon their main livelihood option of
farming in many areas. Then, there is growing marginalization of land holdings which are highly
fragmented. Further, the socio-economics of nucleus family systems lead to general labour scarcity
at the farm family level. Combined with the general labour scarcity due to such schemes as
MNREGS, commercial vegetable growing, which is more labour intensive, is becoming difficult
in the state.
Of late, mechanization of agriculture has attracted the increased attention of farm policy planners,
administrators, scientists, field workers and of course of farmers due to several reasons such as
cost escalations, scarcity of labour, inefficiency in manually performed farm operations,
distraction of modern youth from conventional agriculture due to its toiling nature and nonviability, etc. By using various power sources and improved farm tools and equipment, it reduces
the drudgery of both the human beings and draught animals, enhances the cropping intensity,
precision and efficiency of utilization of various crop inputs and reduces the losses at various
stages of crops production and processing. In the end, farm mechanization leads to enhanced
overall productivity and production with the lower cost of production.
The Himachal Pradesh Crop Diversification Promotion Project (HPCDP) is being implemented
by Government of Himachal Pradesh (GoHP) with the collaboration of the Japan International
Cooperation Agency-Official Development Assistance (JICA-ODA). The project aims at
promoting crop diversification in the target area of five districts of Himachal Pradesh namely,
Bilaspur, Hamirpur, Kangra, Mandi and Una through rehabilitation and development of
infrastructure such as irrigation facilities, farm access roads supported by technical and capacity
building programme for farmers on vegetable cultivation, foodgrain cultivation, post-harvest
technology and strengthening of extension services functions. There would be something amiss in
the accomplishment of the objectives of project if mechanization aspects of such diversification
endeavours are not studied and included in improving the overall agricultural productivity. With
this background, the present study was entrusted to the Department of Agricultural Economics,
Extension Education & Rural Sociology, CSK HPKV Palampur (HP) by the JICA-ODA with the
following specific objectives.
2

Objectives:
i

To study the existing status of mechanization in agriculture.

ii. To study the problems and constraints faced by the farmers with respect to farm
mechanization in project areas.
iii. To assess the demand for selected farm tools, equipment and machinery.
iv. To work out the financial viability of selected farm tools, equipment & machinery and the
operational modalities for their sustainable use and increasing farm productivity and
income.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
Out of the five project districts, the study was conducted in three districts, namely Kangra, Mandi,
& Hamirpur. From these districts three HPCDP sub-project sites were selected randomly taking
one from each district. The details of the three sub projects are given below.
Table 2.1: Sample sub projects selected
Sr.
Sub-project or
Block Project Management
No.
name of scheme
Unit (BPMU)
1
2
3

LIS Panjahli
Rajputan
LIS Ukhla
FIS Dadu Kuhal

Hamirpur (District
Hamirpur)
Sarkaghat (District Mandi)
Dehra (District Kangra)

Culturable Total
Command beneficiaries
Area (ha)
(No.)
9.50
29
30.00
85.00

80
215

In order to meet out the requirements of above stated objectives, the information was collected
through Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA technique) on a well-structured questionnaire (Annexure 1)
involving Krishak Vikas Association (KVA) representatives and progressive farmers. In all five
(5) RRAs were conducted in all: two each in Kangra and Mandi and one in Hamirpur district. In
addition to this, the detailed information about the costs and returns of selected
tool/equipment/machinery use was also collected from a select few progressive farmers. The
expert views of scientists and concerned departmental field officials about the farm mechanization
were also elicited. The data/information was also collected from the private sale outlets of farm
tools, equipment and machinery. Detailed discussions were held with the scientists in the
Department of Agricultural Engineering, COA, CSK HPKV, Palampur for technical inputs on
these farm tools/machinery. A list of private suppliers of improved tools and equipments in the
three Northern states of Himachal Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana was also prepared.
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Chapter 3
Extent and status of farm mechanization in Himachal Pradesh
The contribution of agricultural mechanization has been well recognized in improving the
productivity of this sector along with irrigation, biological and chemical inputs of high yielding
seed varieties, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. (Table 3.1). It is estimated that the efficient farm machine
use could enhance the gross income of the farmers by 29-49 per cent through savings in seeds,
fertilizers, and through increased cropping intensity and ultimately productivity.
Table 3.1. Contribution of farm mechanization in agriculture
Sr. No.

Particulars

Percent

1

Increase in productivity

2

Seed-cum-fertilizer drill facilitates
i)

Saving in seeds

ii)

Saving in fertilizer

12-34

20
15-20

3

Enhancement in cropping intensity

5-22

4

Increase in gross income of the farmers

29-49

Source: Report of the Sub-Group on Agricultural Implements and Machinery for Formulation of Ninth
Five Year Plan, Government of India.
Table 3.2. Extent of mechanization by farm operations in India
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Operation
Soil working and seed bed preparation
Seeding and planting

Extent of Mechanization (%)
40
29

Plant protection
Irrigation
Harvesting and threshing

34
37
60-70 for wheat and rice and <5 for
others

Source: Farm Mechanization in India, Dept. of Agriculture and Cooperation – Ministry of Agriculture 2013, as
quoted in FICCI –Agri-Report (2015), Labour in Indian Agriculture: A Growing Challenge.

As regards the extent of mechanization in India is concerned, the operation-wise details are given
in Table 3.2. While it is fairly high at 60-70 per cent in the harvesting and threshing of wheat and
rice, it is 40 per cent in case of soil working and seed bed preparation. Similarly, slightly over onethird of the operations of plant protection and irrigation are reported to be mechanized at the
country level. The fact that seeding & planting operations are least mechanized among various
operations calls for further efforts in mechanizing Indian agriculture. With the increasing
commercialization of Indian agriculture, advancement of technology and declining farm labour
5

availability, the composition of the farm power use in the country has undergone sea change during
the past four decades or so (Table 3.3). During this period (1971-72 to 2012-13), the share of
agricultural workers in total farm power has come down from15.4 to 5.0 per cent while that of
draught animals reduced from 45.4 to 5.1 per cent. Put together, the share of agricultural workers
and draught animals reduced from 60.8 per cent in 1971-72 to 10.1 per cent during 2012-13. On
the other hand, the share of tractors increased from 6.8 to 45.8 per cent. Despite the fact that Indian
farms have witnessed further marginalization, the share of power tillers is still under one per cent.
Table 3.3. Temporal changes in the composition of farm power availability in India,
1971-72 to 2012-13
(percent)
Year
Agricultural Draught Tractors Power
Diesel
Electric
workers
animals
tillers
engines
motors
1971-72

15.40

45.40

6.8

0.30

18.10

14.00

1991-92

8.60

16.60

30.30

0.40

23.30

20.90

2012-13

5.00

5.51

45.80

0.80

16.30

26.80

Source: CR Mehta et al, Project Coordinator, FIM, CIAE, Bhopal, Trends of Agricultural Mechanization in India
CSAM Policy Brief, June 2014 as quoted in State of Indian Agriculture, 2015-16, Directorate of Economics &
Statistics, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperation
&Farmers Welfare, Government of India.

3.1. Farm mechanization in Himachal Pradesh
Farm mechanization in Himachal Pradesh is confined to the south-west submontane regions where
land is mostly flat and less undulating. In the hilly terrain, small tractors, power tillers and power
sprayers are made available to farmers on subsidy but mechanization is at a very low scale and
only some big farmers use these machines/implements. The overall extent of farm mechanization
in Himachal Pradesh in terms of the number of agricultural implements per one thousand hectares
of gross cropped area, increased continuously from 1.543 machines per one thousand hectare of
gross cropped area in 1972-73 to 25.144 in 2006-07 (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 Extent of Mechanization in Himachal Pradesh, 1972-73 to 2006-07.
Agricultural implements (Number)
Agricultural
Census
1972-73
1982-83
1992-93
1997-98
2006-07*

Tractors Threshers
402
936
3466
4205
5711

439
8847
19221
14048
15443

Electric
pumps

Oil
engines

Total

338
585
1222
2530
1275

255
1177
1299
1295
1558

1434
11545
25208
22078
23987

Extent of
Mechanization
(Machines per ‘000 ha
of gross cropped area)

1.54
12.05
25.92
22.38
25.14

Note: * All India Report on Input Survey, 2006-07.
Source: Computed from the data taken from Statistical Outline of Himachal Pradesh (various issues),
Department of Economics & Statistics and Annual Season and Crop Report, Directorate of Land
Records, Shimla-9, Government of Himachal Pradesh.

Thus, it can be concluded from the above that the efficient farm machine use could enhance the
gross income of the farmers by 29-49 per cent through savings in seeds, fertilizers, and through
increased cropping intensity and ultimately productivity. Also, the overall extent of farm
mechanization in Himachal Pradesh is very low especially with respect to the use of
tractors/powertillers and other power operated farm machines. Less than one per cent of the total
marginal farmers were estimated to be using power tillers, pumpsets (both diesel and electric),
raised bed planters (tractor drawn), sprinklers and drip irrigation in the state. The use of selfpropelled power weeders or vegetable transplanters (tractor driven) is virtually missing from this
preponderant majority of the farming community. This fact reiterates the need to have a group
based/custom hiring approach towards mechanization in the state as the marginal and small
farmers cannot afford to have costly farm machinery.
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Chapter 4
Extent and status of farm mechanization in project area
Mechanisation of various farm operations is a crucial factor in the successful implementation of
an intensive and diversified farming system based on intensive use of production and yield
increasing technology and multiple cropping. Due to seasonal nature of agricultural operations,
the farmers face difficulty in their timely and successful completion, especially during the peak
labour-load periods, at the time of transplanting /sowing, picking /harvesting of the crop produce.
To mitigate the problem of labour availability, some devices can be introduced for mechanizing
important /key agricultural operations. This would make it possible to introduce diversified and
multiple cropping on farmers’ farms. This switching over to mechanical power will not only help
to perform the various farm operations in time but will also help the farmers to adopt more
profitable crop rotations. The recent years have seen a great change in the Indian agriculture.
Machines are rapidly replacing the human and animal power. This spectacular progress in the farm
mechanization has remarkably increased the farm output and the labour productivity. In changing
over from manual to machine power a suitable set of machinery and implements for use under
local conditions and relative cost-benefit relationship on various alternative types of equipment
and power have to be worked out. Keeping this in view the extent and use of farm mechanization
in the sample project area has been analysed and presented in this chapter.
The proportion of area under vegetable crops vis-à-vis food grains, fodder and other crops has been
given in Table 4.1. It can be seen from this table that vegetable crops occupied nearly 22 per cent
of total area under crops in kharif / summer season and 20 per cent during rabi / winter season.
The remaining 78 to 80 per cent was allocated to other crops covering foodgrains, fodder crops,
pulses and oilseeds, etc. The field survey showed that in the summer season/kharif season, brinjal,
lady finger, cucurbits and tomato were among the major vegetables grown by the farmers. In rabi
/ winter season, cauliflower, cabbage and onion were the major vegetable crops that occupied the
maximum proportion of total area under vegetables.
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Table 4.1. Cropping pattern in the project area
Sr. No.
A.

B.

Season/ Crop

Percent area

Kharif/Summer season
1. Vegetables
2. Crops
a) Maize
b) Paddy
c) Fodder
Rabi/Winter season
1. Vegetables
2. Crops
a) Wheat
b) Barley
c) Fodder
d) Others

21.81
78.19
30.33(100.00)
37.91(100.00)
9.94 (100.00)
19.65
80.35
69.42 (100.00)
0.79 (100.00)
9.72 (100.00)
0.42 (100.00)

Note: Figure in parentheses indicate the percent of total percent area.

4.1 Inventory of and investment on power operated farm machinery and equipment
Farm machinery is used to perform certain operations with speed and accuracy which may not be
possible with human and bullock labour. The power operated machinery used in farming includes
tractors, power tiller, pump sets, sprayers/dusters and threshers, etc. The tractor and power tiller
are also used as source of power in operating other machinery/equipment. Table 4.2 portrays the
status of inventory and investment on power operated farm machinery and equipment in the project
area. As shown in this table the number of tractors (big & small) was only 8.0 in the sample project
area. The other power operated machinery kept by the farmers consisted of water lifting pump
(25), threshers (2), chaff-cutter (269) and post hole maker (1). This shows that the level of
possession of usable power operated farm machinery and equipment to perform the major farm
operations in the project area was very low. Except chaff – cutter, no other major machinery such
as power tiller, potato digger, seedling transplanter, sprayer (power), field leveler, etc. was found
to be possessed by farmers in the project area. The extent of investment on these farm machines
and equipment was estimated to the tune of Rs. 17.36 lakh in the sample project area.
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Table 4.2. Inventory and investment on power operated farm machinery and equipment in
the project area
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Equipment/Machinery
Number
6.0
2.0
25.0
36.0
2.0
269.0
5.0
1.0
-

Tractor (big) with harrow
Tractor (small)
Power tiller
Seed drill
Potato digger
Sprayer (Power)
Water lifting pump
Sprinkler system
Field leveler
Rotavator
Thresher
Chaff-cutter
Sprayer (Solar)_
Post hole maker (Augur)
Self-propelled weeder
Total

Project Area
Value (Rs.)
8,75,000 (50.39)
1,62,500 (9.36)
31,250 (1.80)
4,375 (0.25)
6,59,375 (37.97)
3,875 (0.23)
17,36,375 (100.00)

Note: Figure in parentheses indicate percentages.

The proportion of farmers possessing this machinery/ equipment is given in Table 4.3. It shows
that none of other major farm machinery except chaff-cutter (67%) was possessed by a substantial
proportion of beneficiary farmers. As shown in the table the proportion of farmers having the
possession of tractor either big or small, (2%), water lifting pump (8%), thresher (1%) and post
hole maker (0.3%). No other major farm machinery was possessed by any of the beneficiary
farmers in the project area.
Table 4.3. Possession of power operated farm machinery and equipment
Sr. No.

Equipment/Machinery

Possession (%)

1.

Tractor (big)

1.85

2.

Tractor (small)

0.62

3.

Water lifting pump

7.72

4

Thresher

0.62

5.

Chaff-cutter

67.00

6.

Post hole maker

0.31
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4.2. Key issues in farm mechanization
The beneficiary farmers were also inquired relating to various key issues on farm mechanization
and the information so got has been displayed in Table 4.4. With respect to purchase of improved
farm machinery, implements and tools, three forth of the beneficiary farmers got purchased these
items from the local shops located in the surroundings and the remaining one- fourth purchased
from the private agency located in the nearby local market. All the farmers were found to go for
hiring-in of farm machinery particularly tractors and power tillers for accomplishing related farm
operations. The availability of these for more than 80 per cent of farmers was in the village itself.
In most of the cases this facility was provided by the local individuals. About 65 per cent of farmers
were found to make use of a few improved type of implements/ tools on account of advantages or
benefits derived from their usage. Among these, the benefits of reduction in time of accomplishing
various farm operations and labour saving were pointed out by 100 per cent of the farmers. About
35 per cent of farmers reported that these implements are easy to handle and the facility of subsidy
provided by the state government can also be availed while making their purchases from the
concerned departments.
Table 4.4. General information on mechanization in the project area
Sr.
No.

Particulars

1.

Purchase of equipment/
machinery

2.

Hiring-in of machinery
i.
Availability

ii.

3.

Beneficiary
farmers
(%)
100

Govt.
agency
(-)
-

Any
other
(-)
-

-

-

65

Within
village
(100)
local
individual
(100)
-

Private
shop
(25)
Outside
village
(-)
Govt./Private
agency
(-)
-

-

-

100

-

-

-

-

35

-

-

-

-

35
100

-

-

-

-

100

Service
provider

Use of improved
implements
i.
Reduce time of
operation
ii.
Easily
available
iii.
Easy to handle
iv.
Require less
labour

Source/benefit

Local shop
(75)
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v.

4.

5.

6.

Govt. subsidy
available
Not use of improved
implements
i.
Not familiar
No possibility of
modification of fields
i.
Cost is high
ii.
Fragmented
holdings
iii.
Soil fertility in
danger
Source of information
for latest technology

33

-

-

-

-

35

-

-

-

-

100
50

-

-

-

-

50
50

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

100

KVK (75)

Relatives
(50)

-

Drudgery
reduction
(75)
Easy
management
(25)
-

Department
Concerned
(25)
Cost
effective
(75)

Higher
production
(25)

-

-

7.

Mechanization better
than Nonmechanization

100

Time
saving
(75) Better
quality
(25)

8.

Hiring –in of labour
I. Non-availability

25
100

-

Note: Figure in parentheses indicate percentages.

Among the proportion of the beneficiary farmers who were not using the improved
implement/tools, 100 per cent reported that they are not familiar with their type, use and
availability and their high costs. The half of the beneficiary farmers also showed their inability to
modify their fields due to the peculiar type of problems like high cost associated, fragmented type
of holdings and the fear among the farmers relating to the risk of soil fertility depletion. All the
farmers in the project area have been found to familiar with the source of information on the latest
technology of farming. Among the various sources of information, the Krishi Vigyan Kendra,
relatives and others and the concerned governmental departments were reported by 75, 50 and 25
per cent of farmers. All the farmers of the project area were of the view that mechanization of
farming could be better than non- mechanization as it could result in reduction in cost of production
and drudgery as well as increased production and better quality of the crop produce. One- fourth
of the farmers also quoted the problem in hiring-in of labor and 100 per cent among them opined
that labour from outside is not available when it is required.
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4.3 Problems faced in farm mechanization
The beneficiary farmers were found to encounter multiple problems with respect to the ongoing
process of farm mechanization and have been presented in Table 4.5. As shown in this table, 25
per cent of farmers highlighted the problems with respect to the use of tractors and power tillers in
their fields because of the undulating topography and scattered land holdings. The non-availability
of light/small machinery/tools/implements was also emerged out as one of the impediments that
hinder the process of tractorisation in farm mechanization. The table further indicates that 100 per
cent of the respondents pin pointed about the lack of full awareness about the improved type of
farm machinery/implements/tools and equipment that are being used for accomplishing the various
farm operations. As regarding the hiring-in service of tractors and power tillers, 75 per cent of
beneficiaries opined about high charges for hiring- in, non-availability in their own villages and
also at the proper time. The problems with the use of other major farm machines/equipment were
not highlighted by the farmers as these were not being used in the project area so far.
Thus, it can be concluded from the foregoing analysis that the level of possession of power
operated farm machinery and equipment to perform the major farm operations in the project area
was quite low. Except chaff – cutter no other major machinery such as power tiller, potato digger,
seedling transplanter, sprayer (power), field leveler, etc. was being used by the farmers in the
project area. All the farmers were found to go for hiring-in of farm machinery particularly tractors
and power tillers. The farmers in the project area were aware of the benefits of farm mechanization
in terms of reduction in cost of production and drudgery as well as increased production and better
quality of the crop produce.
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Table 4.5. Problems of mechanization in farm operations
Sr.
No.

Problems

1.

Topography and land holding
a) Undulating
b) Scattered holding
Nature of farming
a) Fragmented holding
Technology
a) Non availability of small/light
machinery
b) Expensive to use
c) Initial investment is high
Awareness and technical skills
a) Lack of full awareness about
farm machinery and
implement
Purchase decisions of machinery
Hiring of farm machinery
a) High hiring charges
b) Not available in time
c) Not available in village

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Tractor

(Percent response)
Power tiller Rotavator

Vegetable
transplanter

Selfpropelled
power
weeder

Sprinkler
system

25
25

25
25

-

-

-

-

50

50

-

-

-

-

50

50

-

-

-

-

25
25

25
25

-

-

-

-

100

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

75
75
75

75
75
75

-

-

-

-

100
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100

100

100

Chapter 5
Comparative financial analysis of selected farm machinery
As the majority of the farmers are small and marginal, they are not in a position to purchase the
mechanized technology due to their poor economic conditions. During RRAs, the interaction with
farmers revealed scarcity of farm labour (household and hired) and quite high wages of hired
labour. During peak periods, they face many problems with respect to labour, especially in case of
vegetable production (field preparation, irrigation, weeding, plant protection, picking/harvesting,
packing, marketing, etc.) requiring continuous manpower throughout the production season when
compared to traditional crops like cereals, pulses and oilseeds. Under the existing circumstances,
it is very difficult for them to continue farming. It was revealed that efforts should be made to
increase the availability of the mechanized farm tools to overcome labour shortage, decrease input
cost and increase the efficiency. Keeping the above factors into consideration, an attempt was
made to identify the selected mechanized tools which were being used by the farmers and their
economic feasibility in terms of labour saving and additional costs on account of their use. The
details of the operation-wise extent of farm machinery usage by farmers in the project areas are
given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Operation-wise extent of farm tools usage in sample project areas
Sr. No.

Farm Operation

Type of tools

1

Field preparation

2

Sowing

Tractor operated tiller or
Power tiller
-do-

3

Weed control

4

Plant Protection

Spray pump
(manual)
-do-

Extent of Remarks
use (%)
80-90
For all crops
45-60
60-70

Cereal, pulses, oilseeds
and vegetables
Mostly in maize

70-80

Mostly in vegetables

The table clearly indicates that majority of the farmers were preparing their fields with help of
tractor operated tiller or power tiller. It was so because majority of the farmers were not having
bullocks on account of high cost of their maintenance. The use of power tillers was reported to be
more feasible in case of vegetables as compared to tractor. It was mainly due to the fact that in
case of vegetables, the time of field preparation and sowing vary from farm to farm in a locality
depending upon the type of vegetables grown. Hence, it was not possible to take tractor through
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the standing crop fields frequently. As far as sowing was concerned, it was done with the help of
tractor in case of those crops which were sown by broad casting method i.e. cereals and pulses.
However, this method of sowing is not used in case of vegetables which was done by using
transplanting method and that too manually. Nowadays, plant protection has also become an
important component of farming as manual weeding is labour intensive. Therefore, in order to
protect the crops from the weeds, insect-pests and diseases, the chemicals (herbicide, fungicide,
insecticide, etc.) are applied by using spray pumps which are mostly manually operated. The use
of spray pumps was more common in vegetables compared to other crops.
5.1. Efficiency in crop production through mechanization
Farming in hilly areas is labour intensive. Most of the crop production operations are time bound
and manually it is very difficult to accomplish the operation within stipulated time. In situations,
where nucleus families are common and the proportion of active farm workforce is low, the nature
and scale of farming remains subsistence. The land preparation, sowing, weeding, etc. are time
consuming. During survey, it was found that on account of labour scarcity and higher wages,
wherever possible farmers have employed mechanical tools/implements mainly to minimise
drudgery on one hand and cost of production on the other hand. The comparison of traditional
versus mechanical practice with respect to time requirement for major crop production operations
based on the experience of respondents is presented in Table 5.2. It can be observed from the table
that in case of field preparation & sowing operations the per hectare total bullock labour
requirement is 18.57 bullock days. On the other hand, the time requirement for this operation is
only 4.22 days for one hectare when these operations are done by using power tiller. The table
clearly indicates that by using power tiller the time requirement has been reduced considerably i.e.
about 340 per cent compared to field preparation with a pair of bullocks.
Similarly weed management was reported to be the most tedious and time consuming in crop
production. In the current scenario the wide range of available herbicides are effective for both pre
and post emergence situations in different crop categories. Based on the pattern of weed emergence
at different crop stages and extent of expected yield reduction, the schedule of herbicide sprays
has been developed by state agricultural universities for different crops. As far as weed
management is concerned, the manually operated knapsack sprayers are readily available in the
local market and are commonly used by the farmers. The major concern in the use of knapsack
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spray pump as reported by the respondents was of physical power. Since, majority of workforce
available at the households comprise of women and aged/retired personnel, therefore, it was
reported to be of low utility to operate knapsack pump for plant protection activities. In view of
this, power operated (motor/tractor mounted) spray pumps are available in the market. In hilly
areas, while tractor mounted pumps are of little utility, the motor operated pumps appear to be
more practical option. An effort has been made to compare the time requirement in using the
manually operated knapsack and power operated spray pumps (Table 5.2). The table indicates that
on an average the manual spray pump takes 5 man days of human labour to cover one hectare of
area while in case of motor operated it is around 1.5 man days. This clearly indicates the higher
efficiency of power operated pumps with respect to time as well as reduction in drudgery. The
reduction of labour requirement for plant protection (weed, insect-pest & disease management)
was about 233 per cent compared to manually operated spray pumps.
Table 5.2. Comparative time requirements with manually and mechanically operated tools
& implements in the study area
Sr. No.
Farm operations
1

2

3

Field preparation
Weed management

Mode
operation

of

Bullock
labour
(BPD)
Power tiller (Hr)
Manual
Knapsack (MD)
Power sprayer

Insect-pest
and Knap sack
disease management
Power sprayer

%
reduction
in time

Per kanal

Per ha

0.7428

18.57

1.35

4.22

340.05

0.2
0.06

5
1.5

233.33

0.2

5

0.06

1.5

233.33

In day to day farming, especially in case of vegetable production there is need of staking for
climbers like cucurbits for which farmers dig holes for fixation of poles, depending on the nature
of crops. The digging of holes with traditional tools was reported to be cumbersome and time
consuming. Therefore, in order to reduce the drudgery or labour they were using augur for digging
of holes, which took not only less time for making the holes but also the holes were of proper
dimension. Thus, they were of the view that it would be better if the power operated tools be
developed and made available to the farmers under the scheme. Similarly, they were also enquired
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about the applicability and need of various accessories/attachments of power tiller like trolley, seed
drill, ridge maker, rotavator, nursery planter, potato/garlic digger/reaper for the purpose of various
miscellaneous crop operations like transportation of inputs/produce, breaking of clouds & leveling
ridge making in vegetables, vegetable nursery transplanting, digging of potato/garlic and
harvesting wheat, paddy, grasses, etc. The size of operational holdings as well as area with
individual farmers was not sufficient enough to maintain all these accessories. Moreover, the
collective initial investment on these tools/implements was quite beyond capacity of the poor
farmers. However, they expressed their willingness to own and use these machines on group basis
comprising 20-30 farmers with 10-15 per cent cost sharing.
5.2. Economic feasibility of select farm machinery/tools
From the above discussion it is clear that the respondents of the study area were aware about only
those mechanized tools which were either purchased by them or were available in the locality.
Keeping in view the scarcity of farm labour (household or hired), extent of drudgery and associated
costs of mechanical tools/implements, wherever possible, efforts have been made to substitute
mechanical tools for manual labour. As far as crop production in the study area was concerned,
the major & foremost problem was regarding land tilling i.e. ploughing of fields for sowing crops,
as now bullocks are rarely reared on account of their high cost of maintenance and limited
requirements round the year. Thus, the majority of respondents were using tractor/power tiller for
the field preparation and sowing operations. As discussed earlier, the time required for these
operations in case of power tiller was quite low compared to bullock operated tools. In the above
paragraphs it has also been indicated that there are other accessories such as rotavator, trolley,
ridge maker, reaper, etc. that improve the operational efficiency and reduce cost of production in
different field crops. In the present context the financial/financial feasibility has been worked out
only in case of power tiller for field preparation & sowing purposes.
In order to estimate the financial/economic efficiency, mainly the expenditure incurred on field
preparation was taken into account under both cases i.e. with bullocks and power tiller. Bullocks
for this purpose may be used either by rearing or by hiring locally. As pointed out earlier, the
majority of farm households are not maintaining bullocks on account of their higher cost of
maintenance, thus the hiring of the bullocks in a locality becomes difficult. For the purpose of
simplicity, the production levels of the crops under both situations were considered same. The cost
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of land preparation has been estimated for a pair of bullocks (both owned and hired) and hired
power tiller have been considered for the purpose of comparison.
5.3. Cost of maintenance of a bullock pair and associated land tilling implements/tools
The cost of rearing a pair of bullocks on the farm have been worked out on the basis of information
provided by the respondents of the study area and is depicted in Table 5.3. It can be seen from this
table that the total cost of maintaining a pair of bullock and associated implements/tools was about
Rs 70,000 per annum which constituted about Rs10,000 fixed and Rs 61,000 variable cost. During
the interaction, it was revealed that on an average a pair of bullock is sufficient to maintain the
farm of about one hectare cultivated area round the year. In locality, the surplus or deficit bullock
labour depending on the distribution of size of holdings can be managed by hiring-in/hiring-out
bullock labour along with master. The cropping intensity in the study area was reported to be
around 200 per cent, thus on an average a pair bullock labour will be sufficient for two hectares of
cultivated land in a year.
5.4. Land preparation with power tiller
The adoption of a particular intervention in crop production system is acceptable to the farming
community if it is cost effective compared to exiting practices and contributes to the reduction of
drudgery and increased net returns of the crop enterprises. The comparative economics (financial
feasibility) of a power tiller in land preparation and sowing operations has been estimated vis-avis bullock pair (both owned and hired). The costs incurred under these scenarios have been
estimated and are depicted in Table 6.4. It can be seen from the table that the total per hectare cost
of field preparation and sowing of crops in the study area was estimated at Rs 50805, 26070 and
16504 in case of owned block pair, hired bullock pair and power tiller, respectively. It is clear that
the cost of these operations was significantly less in case of power tiller compared to bullock
labour. The use of power tiller led to the reduction of cost to the tune of about 95 and 208 per cent
in case of hired bullock pair and owned bullock pair for land preparation and sowing purposes.
From above discussion it can be concluded that as far as the accomplishment of these basic crop
production operations is concerned, it is profitable to use hired power tiller. Thus, in order to
promote the use of power tiller in the study area, the power tiller may be made available on group
basis depending on the cultivated land of the group members. Based on the interactions with the
respondents it was revealed that there is a period of 10-20 days for land preparation and sowing of
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crops. Therefore, under the scheme, power tiller alongwith with its associated accessories may be
made available on 10 per cent cost sharing basis. As far as operational mechanism is concerned,
the expenses like fuel, minor repairs, etc. may be charged from the beneficiary farmer. This will
further reduce the cost of production of crops and net profits will be increased in turn.
Table 5.3. Average cost of maintenance of a pair of bullocks in the study area
Sr. No.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Particulars
Fixed cost
Total Variable Cost
Total Cost (A+B)
Average size of holding in the state (ha)
Cropping Intensity in the study area(%)
Total cropped area (ha)
Average total cropped area per pair of bullock in a year (ha)
Average cost of land preparation & sowing with bullocks

Amount (Rs/annum)
9600
65867
75467
1.00
200
2
2
35489

Table 5.4. Financial efficiency of power tiller over bullocks for field preparation
Sr. No.
Amount
Cost saving over
Particulars
(Rs/ha)
owned bullocks (%)
A

B

C

Owned bullocks
Cost of maintenance
of bullocks
Human Labour
Total
Hired Bullocks
Bullocks Charges

37734
7500
50805

Human Labour

7500

Total

26070

With Hired Power tiller
Power tiller hiring charges
Human Labour
Total

13504
3000
16504

-

18570
94.88

207.83

5.4. Chemical application with power operated sprayer
The plant protection is a crucial component of commercial agriculture. The infestation by weeds,
insect-pests and diseases leads to substantial decline of productivity of these crops. The problems
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of insect-pests and diseases is a major concern in vegetable production and spray schedules for the
management have been developed for different vegetables. As indicated earlier, the power
operated spray pumps are more efficient as far as efficiency of applying chemicals is concerned.
Keeping in view the fact that the chemical requirements in both cases (manual knapsack and power
operated spray pump) are same, the only difference is of saving of labour. Thus, economic
feasibility of the power operated spray pumps over knapsack has been indicated in terms of saving
in terms of labour use and is depicted in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5. Financial efficiency of power operated sprayer pump over manual sprayer
Sr. No.

Particulars

Amount
(Rs/ha)
1500

1

Saving in cost
(%)
-

Labour use with manual sprayer
Labour use with power operated
450
233.33
2
sprayer
Thus, it can be concluded from the above mentioned findings that that the mechanization of crop
production operations is the need of the hour both with respect to time as well as cost
considerations besides reducing the drudgery of both the humans as well as animals. In the existing
scenario, operations like land preparation, sowing, weed management and plant protection have
been mechanized to the extent of 45-60 per cent in case of sowing of cereals/pulses/vegetables and
80-90 per cent in case of land preparation for different crops. The plant protection practices have
also been mechanized to the extent of 70-80 per cent of farmers but mainly in case of vegetable
crops. On an average, it took 18.57 and 4.22 days of bullock pair and power tiller days/hectare,
respectively for land preparation and sowing. The use of power tiller resulted time saving to the
tune of 340 per cent over bullocks. Similarly, use of power sprayer resulted in about 233 per cent
saving of time over manual sprayer in case plant protection activities like weeds and insect-pests
and diseases management. Majority of the farm families were not keeping bullocks due to high
cost of maintenance. On an average, annual cost of maintaining a pair of bullocks was estimated
to be Rs 75467/annum. Per hectare cost of land preparation and sowing operation was estimated
at Rs 50, 805, Rs 26,070 and Rs 16,504 with owned bollock pair, hired bullock services and using
hired power tiller, respectively. This indicates that use of power tiller is the best option as it saves
about 95 and 208 per cent of cost over hired bullock and owned pair of bullock for land preparation
and sowing. Similarly, the use of power operated spray pumps also reduced the cost to the extent
of 233 per cent over manual spray pump for weed, insect pest and disease management.
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Chapter 6
An assessment of farm mechanization requirements
Irrigation is one of the critical factor of production in agriculture and plays a vital role in
the increasing the efficiency of other factors of production like land, seed, fertilizers, labour, etc.
It plays crucial role in promoting the opportunities for diversification of cropping systems and
sustainability of production levels of different crop enterprises. Keeping these factors into
consideration huge investment has been made by HPCDP in different parts of the state. The
farmers of the project area have started using the created irrigation facilities for the production of
vegetable crops. With the introduction of vegetable crops, the total labour requirement as a whole
has been increased. The labour requirement in case of vegetable crops is relatively higher as
compared to the traditional crops like maize, wheat, oilseed, pulses, etc. Moreover, this labour
requirement has a fairly continuous spread throughout the production season. During the RRAs, it
was found that that majority of workforce working at the farm level comprised of relatively aged
family members as the male and youth were mostly away from farm land due to
government/private services, business, education, etc. As such, it was very difficult for them to
increase the area under vegetable crops mainly due the scarcity of labour. If the area under cash
crops in the project area is not increased to the desired extent, then the purpose of huge investment
in the creation of irrigation potential will be defeated.
In order to address the problem of scarcity of labour and time, the only option is to promote
the use of mechanized farm tools and implements for different crop production operations. This
will also improve the precision in agriculture. The gaps in the adoption of mechanized
tools/implements in the HPCDP districts (Table 6.1) indicates that among the spray pump, chaff
cutter, power tiller and tractors, the extent of use was lowest in case of power tiller i.e. only about
0.12 and 3 per cent in Bilaspur and Mandi, respectively. However, the use of tractor was to the
tune of 24, 66 and 55 per cent in Mandi, Bilaspur and Hamirpur districts, respectively. This
indicates that despite the undulating topography the use of tractors was quite high compared to the
power tiller. It is well established fact that power tiller is more suitable compared to tractor but use
percentage was quite low. It may due to non-availability of the power tillers to the farmers.
Similarly the per cent use of spray pumps for the crop protection activities ranged between 26 to
about 30 per cent. It was mainly due to the fact that major portion of the total cropped area was
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dominated by cereals crops which requires less management of insect-pest and disease compared
to vegetable crops.
Table 6.1. Farm mechanization gaps in HPCDP districts
Sr. No.
1.

2.

Particulars
Spray pump

Chaff cutter

3.

Power tiller

4.

Tractor

Status
% Use
Existing (No.)
Requirement (No.)
Gap
% Use
Existing (No.)
Requirement (No.)
Gap
% Use
Existing (No.)
Requirement (No.)
Gap
% Use
Existing (No.)
Requirement (No.)
Gap

Bilaspur
30.77
2964
3705
741
43.92
17977
22472
4495
0.12
18
77
59
56.37
442
465
23

Hamirpur
26
1755
50365
48610
67
5532
52565
47033
51
525
474
66
1165
1374
209

Kangra
18349
37889
13540
30195
46347
16152
273
2012
1739
2342
3719
1377

Mandi
34
10822
15940
5118
17
10439
42440
32001
3
428
1713
1285
24
2395
2348
47

Source: State Agriculture Plan, Department of Agriculture, Government of Himachal Pradesh, 2009.

During the last few years, with creation of irrigation infrastructure in the project sites, there
is emphasis on cultivation of vegetable crops for which need based trainings are also being
imparted to the project beneficiaries. In the cultivation of vegetable crops, the time of sowing
varies from farmer to farmer and the use of tractor becomes very difficult due to non-availability
of the thorough passages in standing crops. In this situation, the use of power tillers will be more
convenient and its easy portability. Similarly, there will be urgent need of the power operated spray
pumps as the manually operated spray pumps require more physical power and time as well.
6.1. Requirement of farm machinery in the project area
As discussed in previous sections the bullocks were rarely available in the area due to the
higher annual maintenance cost. The majority of the respondents were dependent on the tractors
for land preparation and sowing purposes. Thus, during RRAs, it was strongly indicated by the
respondents that there is utmost need for the power tillers for them, but due to small holdings and
high initial investment they are not in a position to purchase individually. The respondents were
familiar with the use of power tiller and power operated spray pumps and these were found
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economically more viable. However, the other power operated tools like rotavator, ridge maker,
vegetable nursery transpanter, potato/garlic digger, reaper, seed treatment drum, trolley, etc. which
were associated with vegetable were not in use on the farms in the existing scenario. Some of these
implements or accessories were demonstrated to the farmers by the project implementing agencies
in some sites of the project. During the RRAs, the matter regarding their use and utility in
performing different operations was discussed with the respondents by using the pictures and
photographs. Keeping in view their farm needs, they indicated their preference and requirement as
indicated in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2. Requirement of power operated farm machinery and equipment
Sr.
Name of
Requirement
No. Tools/implement
(No.)
Purpose
Preference
Total
Per
project
site
sites
1
210
Small Tractor
Land preparation and sowing
Medium
1
6
1260
2
Power tiller (upto -doStrong
15 Horse Power)
3
630
3
Power operated
Strong
spray pump
1
210
4
Rotavator
Breaking clouds/leveling of fields
Medium
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

Vegetable nursery Transplanting of vegetable
transplanter
nursery
Ridge Maker
Making ridges for potato and
other vegetable sowing/
transplanting
Power tiller
Transpotation of inputs to farm
operated trolly
and produce to market
Potato/Garlic
Digging of potato and garlic
digger
produce
Reaper
Harvesting wheat, fodder crops
and grasses
Augur
Making holes for fixation of holes
for staking of vegetable crops like
cucurbits, pole bean etc.
Self-propelled
Weeding/hoeing of maize and
power weeder
other crops
Seed treatment
Treatment of farm produced & of
drum
un treated seeds
Chaff cutter
Chaffing of green/dry fodder
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Strong

5

1050

Strong

3

630

Strong

6

1260

Medium

3

630

Medium

3

630

Medium

25

5250

Strong

7

1470

Strong

2

420

Low

6

1260

14

Chain saw

Cutting of unwanted plants

15

Brush cutter (1.8
HP)

-do-

25

Low

3

630

Medium

5

1050

Chapter 7
Conclusions and recommendations


Over time, the composition of the farm power use in the country has undergone sea change
with the share of tractors going up from 6.8 to 45.8 per cent of total power used in
agriculture during the period 1971-72 to 2012-13.

 The share of power tillers in total power used in agriculture is still under one per cent at
the country level. On account of its suitability to hilly and mountainous states like
Himachal Pradesh, it has to play a crucial role in farm mechanization and needs to be
promoted.

 The number of tractors and power tillers per thousand hectares of net sown area (NSA) has
increased from 0.06 in 1972 to 17.74 till 2002 in the state. The overall extent of farm
mechanization in Himachal Pradesh in terms of the number of agricultural implements per
one thousand hectares of gross cropped area, increased gradually from 1.54 machines in
1972-73 to 25.14 machines in 2006-07.


The extent of mechanization in case of soil working and seed bed preparation is only 40
per cent which needs to be increased further.

 Less than one per cent of the total marginal farmers reported using power tillers, pumpsets
(both diesel and electric), raised bed planters (tractor drawn), sprinklers and drip irrigation
due to high initial investment on these machines and their poor economic status. All the
farmers were found to go for hiring-in of farm machinery particularly tractors and power
tillers. This calls for developing mechanism for promoting mechanization on farmers’
group basis on different project sites so that the high cost may be shared.

 The self-propelled power weeders or vegetable transplanters (tractor driven) are not in
practice on farms. In order to reduce drudgery and time saving in vegetable production
these may also be made available to the farmers.


The status of inventory and investment on power operated farm machinery and equipment
in the project area revealed that the average number of tractors (big & small) was 2.0 per
sample project, which were not primarily meant for agricultural operations.
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 Water lifting pumps, threshers and chaff-cutters were common in use in the project sites.
However, the level of possession of usable power operated farm accessories like rotavator,
ridge maker, potato/garlic digger, trolley, etc. for major farm operations in the project area
was missing. These may be provided to the project beneficiaries on cost (10-15%) and
group sharing basis (20-25 farmers).


The use of power tiller resulted time saving to the tune of 340 per cent over bullocks in
land preparation and sowing operations. This indicates that use of power tiller is the best
option as it saves about 95 and 208 per cent of cost over hired bullock and owned pair of
bullock, respectively, for land preparation and sowing.



Similarly, the use of power operated spray pumps also reduced the cost to the extent of 233
per cent over manual spray pumps for weed, insect pest and disease management.



Thus, it can be concluded that the mechanization of crop production operations is the need
of the hour both with respect to time as well as cost considerations. It is estimated that the
efficient farm machine use could enhance the gross income of the farmers by 29-49 per
cent through savings in seeds, fertilizers, increase in cropping intensity and ultimately the
productivity of farms.
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ANNEXURE I
Department of Agril. Economics, Extension Education & Rural Sociology
College of Agriculture, CSK HPKV Palampur-176062
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CODE No.----------Survey Schedule for Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) for the project
Extent and Scope of Farm Mechanization in HPCDP Areas: A Pilot Study
1. Preliminary Information
1. Name of sub-project …………………
2. Name of Villages ………………, ……………,………………. ……………,
3. No. of beneficiary members ………… 4. Block………….. 5.
District…………………….
6. Year of start of sub-project …………… 7. Year of start of irrigation in the subproject..…………….…
8. Total CCA (ha)………………….9. Per cent CCA covered under irrigation……………
10. Per cent beneficiaries who have shifted to vegetable cultivation……………………
11. No. of members present in RRA ……….. 12. Date of RRA……………13. RRA
team………
2. Personal information about the key informants
Sr. Name of the key
Profession
Phone No.
No. informant
1.

Remarks
(KVA/PRI/PF/YM/NGO/SW

Note: KVA : Krishak Vikas Association; PRI:, Panchayati Raj Institution; PF: Progressive
Farmer; YM:Yuvak Mandal, MM: Mahila Mandal; NGO: Non-Governmental Organization and
SW: Social Worker.

i

3. Land inventory/utilization of sub project/village
Sr.
Particulars
Area (kanal)
No.
1. Area under forests
2.

Area under fruit crops (orchards)

3.

Cultivated land

4.

Area under ghasnis & pastures lands

5.

Others (buildings & waste/barren lands)

6.

% of Geographical
area

Total geographical area (1+2+3+4+5)

4. Rental value of land in the village
S.N. Type of land
Amount
(Rs/kanal)
1.
Cultivated
i) Irrigated
a) For foodgrains
b) For vegetables
ii) Rainfed
2.
Orchard
3.
Ghasni/pasture

Rental period (months)

Remarks

5. Cropping pattern in the village
Sr.
No
.

Particulars
(Season/Crops
)

A

Kharif
/Summer
Season

Area (Per cent)

Irrigate
d

Productio
n (q/kanal)

Sale of
crop (%
farmers
)

Range of
crop sold
(q/farmer
)

Remark
s

Rainfe
d

6. Inventory of manually operated farm tools and equipments (Number
/household)
Existing
Total Requirement
(No.)
Sr. No.
Particulars
Number Value
Per
Project
(Rs)
household
area
1.
Sickle
ii

Remarks

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Conventional
Improved
Hoe
Conventional
Improved
Rake
Conventional
Improved
Spade
Conventional
Improved
Axe
Conventional
Improved
Planker
Conventional
Improved
Plough
Conventional
Improved
Spray pump
Conventional
Improved
Other hand tools
Conventional
Improved
Total

7. Inventory of power operated farm machinery and equipments (No./village)
Type &
Specifications
Sr. No.

Existing

Particulars
Number

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tractor with harrows
Power tiller
Seed drill
Potato digger
iii

Value
(Rs)

Total
Requirement
(No.)
Project
area

Remarks

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Sprayer
Water lifting pump
Drip/sprinkler
Field leveler
Rotavator
Thresher
Chaff cutter
Other power
12.
machinery

8. General questions
1. From where did you purchase farm machinery and subsidy availed, if any?
Local Shops
Private Agency
Govt. Agency (mention name)
Any other
2. From where did you hire farm machinery?
Availability
Within village
Outside village
Service provider Local individual
Govt./Private agency
3. Are you using the improved implements? Yes/No.
If yes, indicate the advantages?
i.
Reduces time of
ii.
Easily available
iii.
Easy to handle
operation
iv.
Require less labour
v.
Women friendly
vi.
Govt. subsidy
available
vii.
Increases production
viii.
Cheaper than
ix.
Any other (specify)
market
If no, what are the reasons?
1) Costly
4) Repair is difficult
7) Not adaptable

2) Non availability
5) Quality is poor
8) Any other

3) Not familiar
6) Less durable
9)

4. What are the reasons for not using tractor/power tiller for ploughing purpose? (tick)
a) Kept own bollocks
b) Bullocks are easily
c) Size of fields is small to
available
use tractor
d) No passage/road for
e) Tractor charges are high
f) Damage fields and bunds
tractor
g) Disputed passage for
h) Fields are not
i) Any other (specify)
tractor
completely ploughed
iv

5. Is it possible to modify the fields worth tractor or power tiller operating? (yes/No)
If no, what are the reasons?
a) Topography is
b) Slope is high
c) Area is very limited
undulating
d) No link to JCV or
e) Cost is high
f) Fragmented holdings
tractor
6. Is there any possibility of consolidating holding with neighbors? (yes/No)
If no, what are the reasons?
a) You are not interested
b) Neighbor is not interested
c) Land type are different
d) Any other
7. What is the source of information for latest technology?
a) Officer of concerned department
b) Relatives /neighbors
c) Electronic/printed media
d) Any other
8. Is adoption of farm mechanization better than manual/bullock driven. Yes/No.
If yes, in which sense
1) Higher production

2) Cost effective

3) Better quality

4) Easy management

5) Time saving.

6) Drudgery reduction.

If no, what are the reasons for non-adoption of?
1) Status of farming is
subsistence
4) Financing is
costly/time consuming
7) Repair costly/not
available locally

2) Technologies are
capital intensive
5) Lack of training
8) Under use of machines

3) Poor extension
network
6) Non availability of
equipment
9) Any other

9. Do you hire the labour? If yes, what is the proportion of hired labour in total farm
labour used? ………. Per cent
Total labour used in crop production …………………..
Is hired labour is easily available in the area?
Yes/No.
What are the existing wages/Charges for labour and machinery?

v

High slope
Scattered holdings
Small holdings
Not linked with road
Others, if any
2

Nature of farming
Subsistence and
mixed cropping
system
Fields are small and
Terraced
Traditional farming
Fragmented holdings
Fields are not uniform
Others, if any

3

Technology
Expensive to use
Lack of knowledge
Inadequate
government support
No trainings
Repair & service
facilities expensive

vi

Others, if specify

Diesel oil engines

Motorised knapsack mist blower cum duster

Knapsack sprayer

Sprinkler systems

Drip irrigation system

Self propelled power weeder

Dryland peg weeder

Automatic potato planter

Pneumatic multi-crop planter

Vegetable transplanter

Disc harrow/MB plough/disc plough

Topography and land holdings
Undulating

Tyne type cultivator

1

Rotavator

Particulars

Tractor
Power-tiller

S
r
N
o

Power-tiller operated rotary tiller

a) Human labour: Rs……/Day, ii) Bullock labour: Rs……./Day, iii) Tractor : Rs……/Hr
iv) Power Tiller/Hr.: Rs…… /Hr, v) Maize sheller Hr/Rs……..,Thresher …….,
Harvester…….
9. Extent of problems associated with mechanization of farm operations

Hire charges are high
Technology is not
need based
Small machinery is
not easily available
Maintenance costs are
high
Initial investment are
high
Spare parts are not
easily available
Cost of spare part is
high
Repair shops are very
limited or situated at
far away places
Suppliers have no
after sale
responsibility
Others, if any
4

Awareness and technical skills
Lack of full
awareness about farm
machinery and
implements
Lack of adequate
training for
operationalization of
farm machinery and
equipments
Lack of agricultural
Engineer in lined
department
Others, if any

5

Purchase decisions
Selection of
machinery/implement
s
Poor financial
condition
Costs are high

6

Lack of adequate
financing
Interest rate on loans
are high
Sanctioning of loan is
time consuming
Hiring of farm machinery
Hiring charges are
costly
Not available in time
Not available in
villages
Others, if any

Note: Write L, M, H, VH for low, medium, high, very high level of problems respectively in above cells
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